




The thirty-six rooms and suites of Cheval Blanc Courchevel offer the comfort of a residence crafted

with a careful eye for detail.

Conceived in a warm and contemporary spirit, each room embodies a unique personality. For

Cheval Blanc Courchevel, architect Sybille de Margerie worked with a bold colour palette in five

inviting and enveloping pairings.



Decorated in shades of orange, chocolate brown or fresh green, the Superior Rooms offer a warm

and contemporary atmosphere.

They feature an entrance leading into a large bathroom equipped both with a bathtub and a

hammam-shower. The spacious bedrooms offer a living area, desk and open onto private balconies.

6 Superior Rooms : 40 sqm / 450 sqft | King size bed or twin bed













Decorated in shades of lush orange, tempered beige, warm red or deep plum, the Deluxe Superior

Rooms offer a luminous environment at the heart of the Alps. With south-facing views, they

include a bedroom with a cosy living space, a desk and a private balcony or terrace beautiful

mountain views. An independent dressing room, bathroom with a bathtub and hammam-shower

and a separate toilet room complete this warm hideaway.

A shared passage enables certain rooms to connect with one another whilst preserving utmost

privacy.

11 Deluxe Superior Rooms : 45 sqm / 485 sqft | King size bed or twin bed













Featuring shades of lush orange, warm red, deep plum or vibrant green, each Junior Suite offers a

spacious living room, desk and alpine views.

The Junior Suites boast a light-filled bedroom, a generous bathroom with both a bathtub and

hammam-shower, a walk-in dressing room as well as a separate toilet room.

A shared passage enables certain rooms to connect with one another whilst preserving utmost

privacy.

12 Junior Suites : 50 sqm / 540 sqft | King size bed or twin bed
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Junior Suite Deluxe– 65 m²













With shades of lush orange, polished bronze and white oak, the Junior Suite Deluxe offers a unique

feeling of space. It features its own dedicated foyer, independent dressing room and powder room, a

dining room, spacious bedroom and a living room with a balcony perched over the slopes.

A clever sliding wall separates the living areas from a large dressing room and an adjoining, light-

filled bathroom with a made-to-order bathtub, relaxation sofa, a hammam-shower and separate

toilet room.

2 Junior Suites Deluxe : 65 sqm / 700 sqft | King size bed or twin bed









The Duplex Suite proposes a warm and inviting setting in shades of warm grey, white oak, almond

green and polished bronze.

The first floor features a bright living room, dressing room, powder room, reception room and a

reading salon with a library and desk. The generous living spaces open onto a grand winter terrace.

The second floor hosts a luminous bedroom with a private terrace, a double dressing room, large

bathroom with a bathtub and hammam-shower and a separate toilet room.

This suite may connect to one or two Superior Rooms through a shared entrance offering a

welcoming setting for families and friends whilst preserving utmost privacy.

1 Suite : 75 sqm / 807 sqft | King size bed or twin bed









Decorated in shades of warm red, chocolate oak and polished bronze, the Deluxe Suite unveils

exquisite living areas spread over two floors. It comprises a large living room enhanced by hand-

curated artwork and a dining area for intimate lunches or dinners.

A floor below, the living room and its chaise lounge invite to pure relaxation, leading to the

bathroom equipped with a bathtub which can be transformed into a Spa bed, a hammam-shower

and sauna equipped with light therapy on one side, and the bedroom and adjoining double dressing

room on the other side.

The terrace encircles the entire floor, providing a unique outdoor relaxation space for a complete

rest after a day on the slopes.

1 Suite Deluxe : 105 sqm / 1,130 sqft | King size bed or twin bed
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